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LEISURE

Couples and singles
prepare for Valentine's
Day to hit campus
PAGES

,Pell Grant se~s changes
.Ijhsh's call for increases, Department of Education's
tevision ofaid program may affect some students in fall·
JULIEPYE

student reporter

President George W. Bush announced Jan. 14..
that he will ask Congress to incre~se Pell Grants
by $100 per year fo:dive years, according to the Associated Pre!\5.
That proposal would raise the maximum grant
available to qualifying Harding
students to $4,660 by 2010 up
12 percent from· the $4,050 offered today.
·
Although the Pell Grant system, which applies to students
of no- and low-income families
and to some students from midincome families, currently has a
$4.3 billion deficit, Bush said the
.:increases can be made if taxpayer
money is used wisely.
·
Jon Roberts, director of Student Financial Services,
said Bush's proposal to increase individual award
amounis by $600 over five years has the potential
te all'eet more ~ 1,000 Harding students.
Appro:ximately95 percent of current Harding stu. den~ depend on some means of financial assistance,
Roberts said. Among tllose, 1,250 students qualify
to re<leive a Pell Grant. :
In a separate issue, however, Congress announced
in December that the Dep1U'1:ment of Education was
revisjng they way in which Pell Grant eligibility is
c9.lculated.
·
The formula change, which involves updating tax
tables, translates to approximately 90,000 previously
eligible students nationwide not receiving any Pell
Grant money next fall, according to the AP.
While the updated tax tables will afft:lcl; the entire
nation, the extent to which the update. changes students' offerings will be largely based on location.
"It depends on what state you live in," Roberts
said. "The only thing that was changed is the gov-

errunent's estimate of how much a family in the state
pays for state taxes. ·
"If you live in Arkansas, the goveinment assumes 5
percent of income is going to the state," Roberts said.
"While if you live in Texas, they're assumjng that 2
percent of your income is going to the state.
"The changes in some states are as high as 4 percent. In the rest of the states, it's only 1 or 2 percent,
but every middle-income fainily loses."
Because many students are from southern states,
they could be affected greater than other students
from states such as New Jersey, who won't experience any change, Roberts said.
'
·
"Arkansas students
"If anyU\Ing, more
will be seeing a greater
people should
impact than our Texas
students," Roberts said.
get ..governmen~l ald. "But
we have a pretty fair
Every little bit. .. helps number that will be imwhen you're faced
pacted from low-ineome
with paying th8 bill."
families. "On one hand,
it's fair and on the other
MELANIE SWITZER, hand, itmeansthatlowincome fari:rilies are no~
.. .JUNIOR
. gettinga:s-muchfreeaid
needed."
Junior Melanie Switz.er
said she doesn't think fewer people should receive
·~
financial grants.
"If anything, more people shoulD. get a part of
the governmental aid," Switzer ,said: "Every little
bit of money helps when you're fa~d )fith. paying
the bill"
However, junior Mike Beck saidhe-thi:nks Bush's
plan to increase Pell Grants is a step to furthering
a governmental finance increase for education assistance in the future.
· 'Tm glad President Bush is focusing more on educational grants," Beck said. ''I just hope [the changes
don't] cause too many students tq lose their gr.ants
in the end." •
·

.

Goodbye wishes
~and Tania Davis, tesldence life coordl..,_ iJl Shores Hall, embraCe as lhEI
sUJdents sllg it,lhe dorm's courtyaro ~. 27. Moreiflan 1,OOO'students bid an after-dlapel
surprise tareYietl to the Davises, who had to move dueto a family emergency.

SpongeBob video sparks holllosexuaLd.~Pate
AMY IRELAND

student re~r

•

The popular cartoon character
SpongeBob SquarePants is the center of a heated debate regarding a
music video in which the character
appears that will be .s ent to 61,000
schools in March.
The nonprofit We Are Family
Foundation made the video, which
is a remake of the 1979 hit song,
'We are Family." The video includes
SpongeBob, Barney and Wumie the
Pooh among other cartoon characters
and is an effort to promote unity,
according to the foundation.
However, some Christian activist
groups see the video as a means of
promoting the acceptance of homosexuality, citing the foundation's
Web site which says people should
respect others' sexual identity.
''Their inclusion of the refererice
to 'sexual identity' within their 'tolerance pledge' is not only unnecessary,
but it crosses a moral line," James
Dobson of Focus on the Family said
in a statement last month.
Sophomore Mason Binns said
he watched portions of the video
on the news.
''I would let kids watch the video
because I didn't see anything hmrio-

sexual really jump' out in it," Binns varsity is ~ good idea, and ChriSsaid. ' j don't think kids will see the tians ·Should I).Ot exclude anyone.
homosexual aspect of it unless an How~ver by Showing it kids are
adult po~ it out te them."
introdu.ced to P.omosexuality at a
Binns said he thi.nltB the video is y&tn:g age W1lllingford said. ''Ifeel.
JD.ostlY~ kids. to get.8long..mth ther.e. are more important things
people and to not be judgmental.
that the school system should be
Senior Kelli'Sadler said she Pe- teaching the kids."
lieves homosexwdity to be wrong, · Graduate student Brent Adbut thinks the video is good because ams saj.d be fmds .moral issu~s
surrounding-the
homosexuality .is
video conb:oversy
now ~bigger issue th"en it was
"We have made homosexuality a to be wrong.
in the past.
'We have made
gray issue wtlen tile Bible
"I think it, . s
homosexuality a
Is black and Wf)IJe."
gray issue when
bett-er that kids
are seeing vidthe Bible is black
BRENT ADAMSl
aDd.white,".Adams.
eos lik.e t~ [a~
GRADUATE SJIJDEMI'
said. "Everything
a younger ageJ
has become sociabee a qse they
bly acceptable bewillluive to de9.1
with homosexuality SOI)ner in their. cause of.the·.media."
lives," S_adler said. "The video~
Adams said.h~thinks this would
not saYing that you have to agree not have beeaanissue30 years ago
withho.m osexwility but that .you but now that it is, Adams said it
neea to accept the fact that yO\r is a tough situation that needs to
can't judge everyone."
be dealt with.
Seniot Jim Wallingford. said .h e
"The world is what we make of
thinks showing the movie is not a it, and I personally believe that, for
wise "decision based on the subject Christians, it is our moral duty to
matter and the young age of the make a stand," Adams said. "It is
important to be accepting of peodesignated audience.
/"I think the idea behind the ple, but we need to draw the line
video is well-grounded in that di- somewhere." •
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OUTSIDE THE BUBBLE
President of Madagascar speaks at ACU
Marc Ravalomanana, president of the Republic
of Madagascar, a developing nation off the southeastern coast of Africa, will be on the·campus of
Abilene Christian University Feb. 5-6.
Ravalomanana will visit the 24 Malagasy
students who are attending ACU as part of a
Madagascar government-sponsored program
to help develop future leaders for the African
nation. Ravalomanana will speak at a public
luncheon Feb. 6 in the ACU Teague Special
Events Center.
The 24 Malagasy students came toACU through
a scholarship program funded by the Malagasy
government in partnership with World Bank.
The arrangement came about during a visit to
Madagascar in 2003 by Dr. John Tyson, ACU vice
president for development. Tyson was visiting
the country on the firSt trade mission sponsored
by the U.S. -Madagascar. Business Council.

WEEKLY WINDOW

Education job fair in Little Rock
The Arkansas Dep·a rtment of Education is
sponsoring a job fair for teacher candidates
Saturday, Feb. 5, from '10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Clear Channel Metroplex Event Center, 10800
Colonel Glenn Road, Little Rock.
More than 100 Arkansas School Districts
will be seeking applicants. There is a special
need for candidates with a strong background
in mathematics, science, foreign language and
special education, officials said.
There will also be booths providing information on licensure requirements, non-traditional
licensure, national board certificatiolJ, and special endorsements. .
The Arkansas State Police will be on site to
fingerprint and perform criminal background
checks. The cost of fingerprinting and a state
background check is $20. An FBI background
check costs $24 .
.:!•.::..c.·.,: ~· ~.r..;_:!.~. J! ·:··;::..! :tL.: · ~--; r.::.::~ _j <
.. . •, · _,._. .

·•Brfdge:d0eumenfary caPtures suicides ·

. I' Eric Steel, lln m dependent•producer, set up
·'tWo ·cameJ.! a• ilft January 2004 and filmed the
Golden Gate Bridge every day for a year, recording the bridge's beauty and a year's worth
of suicides and suicide attempts.
Steel interviewed the families of the suicide
victims to complete a documentary on the "dozen
or so" suicides that occurred last year.
More than 1,300 people have jumped from the
bridge since it opened in 1937. Steel's documen•
tary reignited the debate over whether it's time
to put a suicide barrier on the bridge.

N.Y. man sells body to advertise
A Long Island, N.Y., man is offering advertisers the opportunity to tattoo their messages
on his body.
So far Joe Tamargo, 31, is permanently
marked with advertisements including "Save
Martha [Stewart]!," and pilldaddy.com.
Tamargo who runs a Web si te called
LivingAdSpace.com, first got responses to his
offer when he posted the opportunity on eBay.
''They say there's nothing better in advertising than word of mouth," Tamargo said. "I
figured, this might be better."

FAEES JN THE CROWD
Ashley Hill, freshman
Hometown: Berthoud, Colo.
Major: Social Sciences with
licensure
Favorite food: Barbecue ribs
Favorite book: "Winterkill"
byC.J. Box
_
Java City, Midnight Oil or
Thanks a Latte? Midnigb,t Oil
; If'you won a lot of money, to whom would
you give half of it? ''My parents. They've provided for me and my brother for so many years."

J;n your lifetime, who has had the biggest
·impact on our wox:ld? Sadaam Hussein, Tony
Blair and George Bush
If you could meet anyone, who would it be?
"Abraham Lincoln. I love the West and he had a
lot to do with opening up the West."
After-college plans: Be a history teacher

COMING UP

CAMPUS IN BRIEF
Habitat promotion in Searcy
J .a net Huckabee, wife of Gov.
Mike Huckabee and participant in
Habitat for Humanity, will speak
in Mcinteer 150 at 8:15p.m. Monday, Feb. 7.
Hillary Kennington, president
of the American Studies Institute Distinguished Students, said
Huckabee will speak about her involvement in Habitat for Humanity
and the good that comes from the
. organization.
Huckabee's presentation will
promote the start of an affiliate
chapter of Habitat for Humanity
in Searcy, Kennington said.
The ASI-sponsored event is open
to the public.
Those interested in helping set
up the local affiliate should attend,
Kennington said.

Learning workshops offered
The Academic Resource center
will host "Learning Enhancement
Workshops" in Mclnteer 150 from
4 to 5 p.m. every weekday day during the week of Feb. 7.
The schedule is as follows:
Feb. Note-taking
Feb. 8: Test-taking
Feb. 9: Learning styles assessment
Feb . .IO: Time management
Feb. 14: Memory skills

t:

ASI to host J.C Watts
The American Studies Institute
welcomesJ.C. Watts,chairmanofJ.C.
Watts Companies and.former congressman, to the Benson Auditorium
at 7:30 p.m. Menday, Feb. 24.
Watts will 'speak on "Leadership Lessons from the Sidelines
and Aisles of Congress," according
to ASI officials. ·
Watts served eight years in
Congress, during which he served
as chairman of the House Republican Conference and on the House
Armed Services Committee.
For more information call ASI
at 4497.

Air Force band to perform
The U.S. Air Force Shades of
Blue Jazz Ensemble will perform
in the Benson Auditorium at 7 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 17.
The group of 18 enlisted musicians are members of the Band of
Mid-America based at Scott Air Force
Base in Illinois.
The evening's concert, under
the direction of'Senior Master Sgt.
Mark A. Hansen, will be a patriotic
presentation.
The Searcy Daily Citizen is sponsoring the concert, and free tickets
are available at the newspaper's office, 3000 E. Race Ave.

2.05 "The SpDr]geBob Squarepants Movie,"
Benson, 8 p.m.
2.06 Open ho~se for .Harbin, Allen, Cone and
ESMA, 6.30 - ~.30 p.m.

2.09 Girls and Women in Sports Day
(National, 18th Annual)
2.10 Scotland Road, Admin. Aud., 7 p.m.
2.11 HNSA Valentine's Day "Love-gram" and
Bake sale, student center, 9:45 a.m. Sp.m.
2.11 Bison baseball vs. S.W. Baptis~ hOI]le,
3p.m.
2.11 Scotland Road, Admin. Aud., 7 p.m.
2.11 "Top Gun; Benson, 8 p.m.
2.12 Bison baseball vs. S.W. Baptist, home, noon
2.12 Scotland Road, Admin. Aud., 7 p.m.
2.12 "The Neverending StOI)'," Benson, 8 p.m.
2.12 Abraham Lincoln's birthday
2.13 Open house for Sears, Pryor, Shores,
. . Searcy andWSMA, 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
2.13 "I Value Your Friendship" Day
2.14 Valentine's Day and Ferris Wheel Day
2.14 Bison basketball vs. Central Ar1<ansas,
home, women- 6 p.m., men - 8 p.m.
2.15 Bison baseball vs. Lincoln, 1 p.m.

www.harding .edu/thebison/
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Grants help fund
building projects
complete building programs by
organizations and charitable
foundations. This is the eighth
Harding University received challenge grant it has awarded
a $700,000 challenge grant Jan. to Harding since 1972~
10 from The Kresge Foundation
'The Kresge Foundation has a
and $1 million grant last semes- very distinctive legacy of support
ter from the J.E. and L.E. Mabee for higher education across the
Foundation to complete several nation," Burks said. "The Founbuilding projects on campus.
dation has been instrumental in
The Kresge Foundation chal- the support of many of our capital
lenged Harding to raise the nec- projects here at Harding. We are
essary funds to complete several grateful for its continued support
building projects before the end a:nd confidence in Harding."
of the year. This promised donaThe J.E. and L.E. Mabee
tion, depends on Harding's abil- Foundation was created in 1948
ity to raise the remaining funds to aid Christian organizations,
to meet the goal of $16.9 million institutes of higher learning and
before Oct. 1, 2005.
other charitable organizations. It
Mike Williams, vice president has donated more than $8 million
for Advanceqnt, said the dona- to Harding in the last 40 years.
tion of the MaThe Thornbee Foundation
ton ,Education
"Harding has to complete all the
is also a chal- capital building projects within one Center aclenge grant,
year to complete their challenge!' couhts for $5
which will aid
million of the
in the completotal amount.
DR. DAVID BURKS,
tion of that
Construction
PRESIDENT
goal.
on the build"Both [the
ing, which will
Kresge and
connect to the
Mabee foundations] have had American Studies building, belong-standing relationships with gan in July 2004 and will be
Harding and have provided as- completed in the fall.
sistance for a number of different
Members of the education facprojects,'' Williams said.
ulty will move in this summer in
"Harding has to complete all order to be ready when school
the capital building projects within begins in the fall, Williams said.
one year to complete their chal- This will also allow time for milenge," President David Burks nor renovations to the American
said. "I am confident Harding will Studies building.
be able to secure the remaining
The Thornton Center will house
$2.7 million to meet the $16.9 Harding's growing undergradumillion goal."
.. '•.::. ,-.~;
ate and graduate programs in
In 2004, the Kres~ Fcmnda- teacher education, which curtion awarded 176 grantS totaling rently enrolls the third-largest
nearly $120 million to organiza- student body of any education
tions across the country. Eighty program in the state.
percent of the grants offered by
Other renovations included
the foundation are awarded within the grant program will
through the Bricks and Mortar begin in the spring. These inprogram.
clude renovation plans for .the
The Kresge foundation divi- American Heritage building and
sion awards challenge grants to Graduate Hall. •
JILLIAN HICKS
student reporter

Award-winning photojournalist Gary Langston discusses his work with about 20 people in the Stevens Att Gall8ry -~ _'11. L1ng11Dn
has won several awards for his series on Navajo Indians.
.
·.

Group explores College of Pharma<)r ~dea~ ·.
DENNIS MCCARTY
student reporter
A oommittee of eight faculty members and administrators has been
commissioned by I1:esident David
Burks to study
the feasibility of
adding a College
of Pharmacy to
the campus.
The committee will explore
artd evaluate different elements
of the proposed
program for six
to eight weeks before decidingwheth. er to recommend it to Burks.
Burks may .then bring the.
idea before he university's Board
of Trustees.
If approved, the four-year college would requiie' substantial
building space an:!i new faculty
trained in pharmacology - issues that are the focus of the
committee's study.
Dr. Jim Carr, executive vice presi·
dent and chairman of the committee, said the proposed program's
cost is an issue, but will in no way
affect undergraduate tuition.
Carr also said that across the
country, hundreds of vacancies
exist in pharmaceutical jobs, so
demand is high.

The creation of a College of fessorintheColle8e.«Nuniosand
Pharmacy on campus would al- math department. aaid $ College
low Harding's undergraduate pre- of Pharmacy would be be~
pharmacy students to complete to Harding.
.
their education without having
~~)y would fill a oicbe in
to change schools.
the professional wm:id l'or'studente
"Harding has a great reputation looking for a pro(eseioDal education
in the area of medical sciences," at a school with spiritual values,~
Carr said. 'This may be another ar- Eichorn said.
EichborD. said it may be poMib)e
row in our quiver that will provide
another offering for our students for outstanding -etudenta to be ad·
in the medical services area."
mitted into the graduate~
Dr. Michael Murphy, director of program after o~y two. or three
the physician assistant program and years of undergra4uate Work.
member ofthecommi~ring .,.. ·,She also said gnduatee of any
the College of Pharmacy idea, said major might enter the pi"'OI'88D aa
the committee is deliberating the long as they have the Pte-pbarprogram's potential for furthering macy prerequisites.
·
the university's mission.
The CO\ll'lle8 offered at Colleges
"Harding's mission is to train .of Pharmacy are usually divide4
people in whatever profession to be into didactic and clinical (P'OU_pe,_
servants in Christ," Murphy said. Eichorn said.
"A College of Pharmacy could be
Didactic ~ may include
another program that helps [us] chemistry, pJlyeiolc)gy arid labe,
do that."
while clinical counea would in·
Burks, Carr, Dr. Dean Priest, volve on-site work,in hoepitala. ·
distinguished professor of math,
Some classes ~m the acience,
and Dr. Larry Long, vice president math and medical areM ~owdap
for Academic Affairs, traveled Dec. into the pharmaeeutical area.
7 to a new College of Pharmacy in
''One of the reasona Harding ie
North Carolina.
researching the feasibility of of-'
The founding dean of that col- fering a pharmacy depee i& the .
lege will visit Harding Feb. 7 to · national dem~nd for individual.
consult with the committee and possessing it," Burks aaid. "We also
recount his school-building ex- think a pharmacy degree~
periences.
will fit nicely into Hardhig'a misSkipper Eichhorn, adjunct pro- sion." •

"'t

Chiropractic...
The Right Choice For Your Future
Is your dream to become a doctor, to study in beautiful surroundings, with
a world-renowned faculty and state of the art facilities - what more could
you want in a professional education? Logan College students receive an
this and more! If you are ready to accept the challenge of graduate
professional study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology,
clinical sciences, chiropractic techniques and extensive clinical rotations,
then Logan College is the place for you.

Is she still mad about
your Christma · gift?
Sht llltJill it lljitr ytM .,-~i! IJuwllb lbu 0r1
1
rrJ~\Dij..Ami~~J;J""f 1 ~ll.lW id•t

Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help patients
get well through non-invasive healthcare while preparing you to
earn a substantial income commensurate with your position as a
Doctor of Chiropractic. Most DC's work in a private practice
setting, providing time for family and other important quality of
life priorities. ·
Contact Logan College at 1-800-533-9210 or at
loganadm@logan.edu to receive an information packet
describing the world's fastest growing healthcare profession.
You can also visit our website at www.logan.edu.

-·

-
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Tracking colleg~. students·
Gavern~.rJ!S~JDOUhf'n.Wnjpr ~ucational progress
.

KATHRYN CHERfm"~r
student reporter (t,"',

1 -~ ingi.nilvidualreco~thout tqe
1:',., }'·~ stud~nrv, or parent's'pEn;~n,

Junior David Pi'e tzman said

- ~ sees it as a plan tq.at will not

· ~- mended.
~·
Be ~eceived lightlY:.
1. mu~
HardingstudentsmaY.f!~-s.n • . . d tssaythe~~ii:uni- ." "I believe the government's
unnoticed change in their ~.t't.o fi~
. . stem would increase • ~ying to d,~· a good thing, but
privacy beginning in 2006 as t'lle, t~~~
·
ofhi~er-education . t. hef'ie cr?ssing the lin,e/' Pifederal~- s~stl~s, t they worry about ,,,~;:tnran S!lld.
.• .
ment p~ ·' ~ir pnva
. .... ."':0 . ·'.' Ron Finley, regiSQ:'ar and asmo~toz;.'tlie
"I'm not pposed to t e''1iiea1 ,. 'sistant to the vice pi:esident for
educatio'nal as a whole, but it should be vol- Academic Affairs, said he doesn~e i·
progress and _qntary for each student,"" senior think the proposed amendment ·
activity of Greg Seiders said.
will have much effect on Hardevery college
The prQPbsal states that these ing students.
~t reccirdSwould only be avail"They (probably] won't be usstudent. :•:
Universi- 4Qle to the National Center for ing students' names, only inforties and col- Eaucation Statistics and the De- mation needed for the statistics,"
FINLEY
leges across partmentofEducation, excluding Finley said.
"I'heremaybemoreranrifications
thenationare other government agencies.
currently required to send reports
However, in an effort to pre- but based on the limited amount
to a national database used by fed- vent terrorism
of information
I know about it
eral and state officials to develop after Sept. 11,
higher-education guidelines.
the federal gov- "I believe the government's trying right now, I don't
These reports track an insti- ernmentpassed
to do a_good thing, but they're
thinkitwillhave
tution's expenditures, revenues, laws such. as the
crossing the line."
a big impact on
average faculty salary and other Patriot Act,
us."
pertinent information.
permitting
DAVID PIETZMAN,
Freshman
However, the American Couil- increased file
Megan Hitt is
cil on Education recently issued sharing among
JUNIOR
also skeptical
a press release stating that this its agencies.
of the proposed
Section 508
change.
system is not effectively measur"I don't think it is a good idea
ing the quali~y of education that of the Patriot Act allows the Attor·ney General of the United States because a major part of being an
colleges provide.
The federal government is for- to access records from the NCES American is my right to privacy,"
mulating a plan to individually when suspicion Qf terrorist activ- Hitt said, .
If Congress approves this plan,
shadow students throughout their ity is qu~;!stioned. .
Senior Clarice Brazas said she it will be tested in the 2006-2007
college years, creating a «u)ritrecord" system.
'
thinks it's an inva~J~ion of her per- academic year.
In order for this to_ happen, the sonal rights.·
·
Harding students' records will
Family Educational Rights and
"It's just another step toward automatically be filed in the daPrivacy Act, which forbids feder- the government controlling our tabase as a result of their school
enrollment. •
ally funded colleges from releas- lives," Brazas said.

CHELSEA ROBERSONfThe Bison

Dr. Scott Carrell, associate professor of music, performs a piece on a grand piano in
the Reynolds Hall Feb. 1 before his faculty recital. Carrell performed for more than 200
people at the event.
I

COBAprepares for
.first summer . HUE
,_.

.J

~

MATI CHERRY

new perspective on international
business.
'When this [semester in london]
The College of Business Admin- came up, I saw it as a good opporistration will be heading to London tunity to experience England,'' he
for the first time this summer.
said. "As an economics major, lookCOBA is preparing students ing at different economies should
to leave July 5 where they will give me·a better understanding of
stu!iy b'1,1.siness courses at Har- the way b~e~;>~.works. '
ding ,U Diversity in England fo·r.
The sttiden~~ attend morning
six weeks.
·
classes Monda,y~ugh Thursday,
Dr. Mark' Davis, associate and they will have the afternoons
professor of business, and Davis' to tour London. Emerson said the
· wife, Penny, will join Mike Ei:ner- students can also ake extended
son, associate professor of ~ccouD.t- - ~ips river the long weekends.
Students must select a miniing, in leading a group of about 2.0 ·
students.
.
• ·~ mum of nine hours from the cours~
The group ~take field trip_s'tp · ·, offered including glo.bal b_usiness
selected compames ~'\llld Londbn .e~nment, strategtc policy, perwhere they will h~ve opJIOrlunities . sonal finance, e-commerce and a
·~~ani ties independent study.
to speak with ~porate l~ders.
, 'Tmrehltyex~ted ahOu aU th{ '·_.., ;. The $7,000 base cbst includes
~usiness~':\ve . are goih~ ' t0 ·see,;,_ •· ~ne hours of tuition, round-trip
· ·sltid juniot1J..aJ.la' Gilbert; "It will - ID:rfare from Little Rock to London,
be great to·see different vieWpoints public transportation while in Lon... and ~ow b,usiness v.:orlp; in Eumpe- 1 4?:o, ~d six weeks qf lodging. and
· com~aretl..to ·Afuenca."
meaJ.ltllowances. ~on saJ.d he
; ~U.n,i-~t - TI:evor Holbert said isclU'rentlyrecrui~gforthesum
he -J,S ~e;mterested in seeing a mer of 2fW.6 J:!.UE.eyip. •
student reporter

.

Alignment, brakes, shocks, struts, battery,
CV boot, CV axles, U-joints, wheel balancing,
~
oil & lube, front end repa;.·r...

Friends you can bank on..

~~~lliilifl· 'i

.UN/ROYALI

... and parental billing
is available!

309 Wisconsin St.
368-TIRE (8473)

·-

-

BFGaodt·ic:h

_____,.,W f

ProTlre
Service C~oter, Inc.
. . .1-AYI

~

::=J DO
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V-Day: Lottery matchmaking' to Harding sw·ngs
Aroun~ 498 AJj,, Pqpe· iJ*sius declared
"lottecy ~ak:i:il.g"' Unlawful and deelare4 Feb.
14 as St. Val(mtine's Day, -th!!.Hie1:9-tY Channel W~b
andy heam. Dozens of roses. Love letters. site ~o.rted.
Teddy be8l'S. A day that invokes a myriad
~ holidays popwa:rity b~rom te sn.owb!lfi
e£ emotions fur thoSe .$ ingle anA. those ifl an>lltlO. the 17th eentuxy. Through the centurie,s,
relationships. Whoever came up with the idea couples exchanged tekeru; then notes, then printed
qf.Valentine!s Day'?
catas wh~n pJ.jntrog t~chri.ology improved.
The Catholie Church recognizes at least
fu the 1840s .Esthe:r; A. Howlancj., known as
three .ms.r1:j=red saints named V aleiltine, the Moth¢r- of the--v:alentin~. was tb~ fu:St :t9 massaccording to the History Channel Web site, produce valentines. Rowland's valentines were
www .hi~torychann~.com/exhibitslvalentirup.
elah~ate creations wi~ l~e. ribbons and pi~tures.
The mAny identities led to many le_gends. and the Histery Channel W.eh site said.
vague truthJ?, though. all th~ ~tories identify the
While st)ld_en.'t$ still send elaboratelY, a;e(:oi'ated
love letters, they also find: other, w.aqs to express
saint as a romantic man.
One i~end pqrtrs.yed St. ValentinE} as a prie$t their. feelings of affe¢ion ~ o~ .
wb.o. continued tO pecl'or,m weddings affe:r Emperor
. "l look forward tO Valentin~s Day beeause
Claudius IT outlawed marriage for young men (.in it gives me a chance to show [soP.holl'lCtre Curtis the pattie ofmaking them better soldiers).
Groves] how muCh lie means t:Q me whether. by
_()thers say St. Valentine, V(bile in prison, sent. shoWing him or giving him sqmething/' sophomore
thefust''valentind tohislove; thejailor's -daughter. Mallory .Abe~ said.
,1 1
He signed th~letter, ':Fl:om your Valentine."
Not all s~d~ts. slwe :);hE}- ·excitTmen.t Ah~ h~
J'}ie holiday, h~we:ver, does .not just liave J;Q61;5:. 1o:r the holiday. F.re·shm.an DeSliit~ Rob~n
in Christian tradition, according to the Web site. In rijiid he has reasons for resenting the gift.giving •
··
anciJ;lntRP.m&, the ides ofFeb. l& began the fertility Jioliday,
festival Lupm:alia.
"Last Valen~.s Day, !"~pent tons of m oney on
little stUff t~t- [mY, girlfriend ~ould] only notiee for
D~g the festival, ruun.e s w~e drawn from an
urn to pair.up single mim and women.
two or three days,~ Robinsen.smd. •

SUSANNA SMITH
futures edjtor
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quote me:
'I aen't celebmte Val@tine'sDay;

I CELEBRATE SINGLES

AWARENESS DAY. However, I do aceept chocolates m1d the like..

rn probablywatch.a sappy movie ·ana count the blessings of b eing unattached,."

KATIE C.QZZENS, treshman
ab~ut PUTTING TOGETHER ASINGLES' PARTY.

"' thought
but
thEm someone made the point that people woUld get hooked up
at the singles' party,
and it wouldn't be a singles' party any.
'
more."
'

MICHAEL VENDETTI, sophomore
''rm .renting ri,yself out with

LOVE POEMS to p'~ople.": ·.· ·

m.i poetry dub. We're· READING
,,.

: JUUE DOW, sop~re
A valentrne sitS on top ofthe Ooritqs stand in t~e
Harding University Mini-Mart. Students who don!t have
·time. to make a Wai-Ma.rt run for their special someone
can deplete their bee on carnations; seasol')al candies
and stuffed hearts.
Freshman Katle.Rinard gets a head.'start.on
valentines Feb.· 1. Rinard said. h~r creations will go to
her grandmothers in New Mexi~ and Colorado. Marty
students have small traditions for the 'holiday, such as
sending valentines 'to friends and family; ' '
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HSBS student Ryan Lloyd finds
peace after years of struggling
"I watched four of my friends die
grueling, unnecessary deaths and
many more [friends] go to the peniyan lloyd, a 26-year-oldHarding tentiary," Lloyd said. "I was watchSchool of Biblical Studies student ing Satan play his game firsthand,
from Grubbs, Ark., said he had and it finally began to sicken and
always been raised to believe in scare me."
Lloyd said he lived without God
God, but struggled throughout
in deep sin for seven years and was
his life to truly follow Him.
Lloyd said his story begins when, completely miserable.
''I had tried everything else and
at 3 months old, he was adopted by
nothing brought peace or happiness
Wayne and June Lloyd.
"My mother read me bedtime stories to my life," Lloyd said. "But I could
out of the Bible and incorporated Christ look at the lives of Christians and they
had the inner peace I desired."
into my daily life," Lloyd said.
Lloyd said that is the point when
Lloyd said even though his adopted
parents ·w ere wonderful, at 16, Lloyd he truly accepted Jesus as his perstarted to feel like he needed to know sonal savior and believed that Jesus'
who his biological parents were so he death paid for his sins.
Lloyd said two weeks after this
could have peace of mind.
"This thought tormented me to decision, he admitted himself into
the point of not being able to sleep a non-denominational rehabilitaat night, and it consumed my every tion center called New Beginnings,
thought," Lloyd said. "I began to the place where his real conversion
receive pJ;'ofessional counseling for · began.
''I learned to respect and love myemotional problems, but even with
the counseling, I still could not find self, to pray on my knees and tell God
everything that was on my heart and
the peace I desired."
After graduating high school at 17, mind," Lloyd said.
. "I slowly began to·rely on God for
Lloyd said he was filled with hatred
and confusion. He moved out on his everything . ~. 1 was learning how
own and began to build a w!lllof sepa- t<f resist the deVil and to die to my
own desires so that God could begin
ration between God and himself.
EMILY BURROWS
student reporter

R

to use me. I was becoming alive in
Christ again."
Lloyd said after he made the decision to truly follow God and his ways,
he received a little bit of the inner
peace for which he had yearned.
He stayed in rehabilitation for three
months and then decided to go home
and start his life over the right way
.:..living for ·God, Lloyd s~tid.
The last night at rehabilitation,
Lloyd said he had a dream, and
he believes God gave him a vision
through that dream.
Ryan Uoyd is in his first year of the Harding School of Biblical Studies,
"God said to n;1e, 'I have taken the an accelerated tw<>-year program designed for students 21 and older. After
evil out of your life. Now you may '-graduation, Lloyd wants to enter the domestic mission field.
get focused on your future. I will
put your biological father into your
Lloyd said when entering the
life and give you peace and closure, HS~S program, he was interested
but you must live for me and do my in yo\lth ministry, but now he is
will to have true inner peace. If you leaning towards the domestic misdo this, I will keep my promise,"' sion field.
Lloyd said.
''My main mission and goal is to
Lloyd said the next day, when he get out and help people," Lloyd said.
returned home, his adoptive parents ''I want to show them that there is a
told him that his biological father had better way of life and there is somefound him through a private inves- thing better after we die."
tigator, and now it was up to Lloyd
Classmate Kevin Laffoon said
to contact him.
·
this motto is apparent in
Lloyd said one month
Lloyd's life. ''He has aheart
"I was watching
later he went to Abilene,
for God; I know that," LafSatan play his
Texas, and met his biofoon said. ''He loves his new
game firsthand
logical father, mother,
life. He's on fire to share
and it finally
two sets of gr{lndparents,
it with the world. Just get
began to sicken
five sisters, tw9 brothers
him talking and that's all
and several other family
he'll talk about."
and scare me."
members.
Lloyd said he believes
"I feel very:sff ongly
beyond a doubt that his
RYAN UOYD
that this was ait done in
life change is completely
God's time and according
attributed to God and his
to his will," Lloyd said. "After this, wonder-working power.
the black cloud that had followed me
''I just want to share my story and
all my life was lifted, and I felt free let people know that they can come
to do anything, where before I felt back from an addiction, or any way
bondage. I received the true inner of sin, and find the inner peace that
peace I had always desired."
God gives," Lloyd said.
Lloyd said he entered the HSBS
''It means absolutely everything
program in August 2004, and although to me to have accepted Jesus as my
he thinks the program is intense, he Lord and Master," Lloyd said. ''Withloves being a part of it.
out Him, I strongly feel that I would
"I feel like I am a dry sponge wait- be in the penitentiary right now or,
ing to absorb everything," Lloyd said. even worse, have died an early, un"I am going in the direction I want my necessary death without having Christ
life to go in, and I want to get all I can in my heart and a full assurance of
get out of these next two years."
• a heavenly reward!' •

"I will

not leave

you as
orphans; I

will come
to you."

John 15:18

Ryan Lloyd folds his hands over his Bible as he prays. Lloyd said his main goal in life is to
become involved in ministry and show people a better way of living.

.

Spring Semester Rates: Feb. 1 - May 31
Searcy Athletic Club

current property, I can help! Go to my Web

site~

www.judyhoggard.com, and use my .mortgage calculator,

501.268.8080- Membership Includes ProFitness!

browse ALL the active listings in

$120.00 + tax

the area, get stats and facts about

lnd~r Track & Basketball Court -Aerobics Studio - C.o-Ed Workout Area
Women's Only Center -WhirlpoolS & Steam Rooms - Tanning Beds - Nursery
Swimming Pool - Lockers & Showers - Cafe' - Personal Trainers

Searcy and much more! Visit me
online or call today!

ProFitness

.

501.305.2639 (BODY)
.._
Free Weights - New Cybex Weight Machines - New Cardio Equipment - Personal Trainers

'

Wheth€rr you're looking to buy a home or sell your

.

- $79.00 + tax

WellSpring Studio - Yoga & Pila~es
501.268.9642 (YOGA)- Membership Includes ProFitness!

$120.00 + tax
- Students get all 3 clubs for $156.00 + tax-

GGARD
R&'MIK.

mobile: (501) 593-1800
office: (501) 268-1115
Outstanding Aien~
web: www.judyhoggard.com
Outstanding Resulf!e-mail: judy®judyhoggard.com
RE I MAX Advantage
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'Phantom' is given
new life on screen
MUSIC

TJ McCloud

Singer/aongwrit.erTJMcCloud

will bring his folksy stylings to

..

Midnight Oil Coffeehouse next
Thursday at 9 p.m. in celebration of the release of his new
CD, "Kind of Life." The show
is free.
McCloud enjoyed success witb
his band Stephen .Speaks and
has been compared to John
Mayer and Bebo Norman.

Ingram Hill

Memphis-based, alternative roots pop band. Ingram

Hill brings their sound to
Juanita's in Little Rock Saturday night at 9:30 p.m.
The band Retrospect is
scheduled to open.
Tickets cost $8 in advance
and $10 the day of the show.

Theater

ASoldier's PloY.

The ArkansaS Repertory Theater in Little Rock presents a
production of this murder investigation drama set in 1944
at a segregated army camp in
Louisiana.
More than just a detective

story, it is a study of prejudice
and character.
Matinee performances are
only available on Sundays at 2
p.m. Curtain time on Wednesday and Sunday evenings is at
7 p.m. Thursday, Friday and
Saturday performances have
an 8 p.m. curtain time.
"A So1dier's Play," winner
of the 1982 Pulitzer Prize
for Drama, will run through
February 20.
Tickets cost between $28
and $35.
For more information about
this and other upcoming productions, go to www.therep.org
or call 501-378-0405.

Bright Eyes m~intains indie cred
JOSH HOLLIS
student reporter

While most 13-year-olds were
riding their bikes and hanging out
in their local malls, Conor Oberst
was living a musician's dream.
At 13, in his hometown Omaha,
Nebraska, Oberst was recording his
own music and helping start the
independent record label Saddle
Creek Records, under which his
band at the time, Commander Venus, recorded and under which he
still records to this day.
Oberst, 24, has been deemed a
"song'writing genius," and has perfotrned with his band, Bright Eyes,
on sl,JCP., st~~ as 'The Lat~'S.lJ?~~'
With Uavid Letterman and 'Austm
City Limits." Additionally, appearing onstage with seasoned artists
such as Bruce Springsteen has only
increased his critical stature.
· Lest you think that Oberst has
"sold out," it should be pointed out
that Bright Eyes will not record
for major labels, shuns corporate
radio and refuses to play venues
owned by Clear Channel Communications.
Oberst paid his dues, putting
out three albums prior to the release of his ''breakthrough'' album,
"Lifted or the Story is in the Soil,
Keep Your Ear to 'the Ground,"
in 2002.
The soul of Bright Eyes's indie
heritage lives on and is not going
anywhere, anytime soon.
You are'probably saying to
yourself, "that's great and all,
but what does Bright Eyes sound
like?" Well, that question is more
easily asked then answered.
The music itself seems to change
from release to release, but one constant is the vocals and lyrics.

.For those of you who need technical musical perfection, this would
not be your cup of tea, but I'm sure
that Josh Groban's album would
be right up your alley.
For those who are not musical
snobs, Bright Eyes may be just
what you want.
With the occasional crack or
dropped note, Oberst's voice has
a raw, real quality to it, which is
difficult to come by in most artists.
On Jan. 24, Bright Eyes released two long-awaited albums,
"I'm Wide Awake it's Morning,"
and ''Digital Ash in a Digital Urn,"
under Saddle Creek Records.
' The two albu.rn.s.,a.re,:sOl'ti of
a yin~yarig release, in that ·11l'tn
Wide Awake it's Morning'' has a
definite folk/country twang, while
"Digital Ash in a Digital Urn". is
more electronic, for l~ck of a better term.
·
·
For reasons such as these, it
is duficult to put Bright Eyes in a
neat musical genre package.
Though released on the same
date, the two albums cannot easily be compared, just as I would
be hard pressed to compare· Bright
Eyes to any other band.
I believe the best way to review
Bright Eyes albums is to see how
they measure up compared to the
rest of Oberst's.
Before the opinions start, I want
to tell you a little more about each
album.
"I'm Wide Awake its Morning'' is a stripped-down album in
which the vocals and guit.ar take
center stage.
Special guest vocalists include
country legend Emmylou Harris
and Jim.James of My Morning
Jacket.

bodies are dropping out of the
flies like, well, flies.
Most of the incidents in the
"The Phantom of the Opera" house, including the deaths, are
has long been a favorite of mine. traceable to the opera ghost, a
I saw the Andrew Lloyd Webber mysterious figure who skulks
produ9liononBroadwayandown around the building and its
three copies of the novel by Gaston basements.
Leroux that spawned numerous
Gerard Butler and Patrick
plays, musicals, films and B-hor- Wilson, who play The Phanror movies.
tom and Raoul respectively,
I have also encountered many bring their characters to life
failed attempts to recreate the with strong emotions, passionatmosphere and suspense that ate love scenes (with Christine),
and frenzied combat.
Leroux envisioned.
Afraid of one more "artist"
However, neither man sings
butchering my beloved favorite, as well as they act. Butler has
I signed a petition to prevent Web- the tendency to hold notes meant
her's version from being adapt- to express rage flat and low, and
ed for the screen. When the film Wilson occasionally stops singwent through for release, I was ing and yells a word or two in
prepared to love and despise it harmony.
simultaneously.
While the lead"Phantom" was
ing men were not
nominated for
trained vocally to
three Oscars
execute songs to
in the cattheir fullest, Rosegories of best
sumputsheryears
ofoperatic training
original song,
art direction,
to good use.
and cinema. Based on her
tography. The
previous films, I was
BrQadcast Film
wary, but Rossum uses a strong,
Critics Association voted the melodic voice and honest, innocent
facial expressions throughout the
leading lady, Emmy Rossum,
as best young actress, and the
movie to convey the fear, joy and
soundtFack topped Billboard's
awe Christine felt.
Between the romantic drama,
soundtraak chart. But I was
still afraid to see it.
Andre and Firmin spend most of
I was pleasantly surprised. The the film appeasing enraged diva
sets, costumes, and cinematogra- Carlotta. Minnie Driver is cast
phy thrust me into the world of as the shrewish soprano, and
the Paris Opera House in 1870. her use of a horrible Italian acJoel Schumacher's use of natural cent and outrageous egocentrism
lighting and luxurious materials help lighten the mood considercaptured both the ambience and ably. Even Carlotta's singing is
texture of the theater. Camera ridiculous; Dtiver was tlie qJ1.1y
, .·shotsfull;oV{irig~cl'!;lrsthrough. .· ;,c~§.t q.rembe:r_to.., \i:e. !!Y,P~l;\ ,Jl~r
the backstage area and up flights I· • si.i}g:i~g parts.
·
of stairs capture the efficient na' There were several differences
ture of the ensemble.
between the film and the BroadThe film begins 1919, as the way production, but the variations
lighting of a renovated chandelier do not detract from the overall
triggers an old man's memories plot and are generally made up
from nearly 50 years prior, and for in the up close and personal
the Opera House restores itself to aspects of the movie.
its full, colorful, former glory.
Despite this, ''The Phantom
In 1870, the opera season is in of the Opera" is worth watching
full swing with Andre and Firmin, for its own merits.
the new managers, adjusting to
their positions, and Carlotta, a
self-centered soprano, storming
out so often that she can hardly
finish a .production.
• Gerard Butler, Emmy Rossum
Christine, a young lady with
astonishing vocal talent, has been
• PG-13 for violence and
plucked from the chorus line, much
sexual undertones
to the diva's chagrin, and dead
BONNIE BOWLES
student reporter

Harding's me'!u for entertainment opportunities in the area

"Digital Ash in a Digital Urn"
is its polar opposite, focusing more
on feel and less on vocals.
Nicolas Zimmer of the Yeah,
Yeah, Yeahs helps out on this one
with synthesizer and guitar.
As far as music, and in comparison to past Bright Eyes releases,
"I'm Wide Awake its Morning'' is
one of my favorites, ·and I'm sure,
given some time, it could even be
given the title of "favorite."
On the other hand, keeping
in tune with the yin-yang theme,
''Digital Ash in a Digital Urn'' was
not too impressive.
Musically, it is of high quality, but it is•a:lesser·Bl'ight Eyes
release, although there are a few·
vet!y'g.o{{d ttacks. ' I ·: ! I r I ' ' " "
Now for the coveted star ratings,
keeping in 'mind they are being
rated as Bright Eyes albums.
Igive'Tm WideAwakeitsMoming'' the top prize ot £our stars. I
would give it a.P even higher honor
if I could. ''Digital Ash tn a Digital
Urn," gets two stars;:;good music,
bad Bright Eyes.
Don't just take my opinion on
this, however. Check them both
out for yourself.
I'm sure they will become a
staple in your soundtrack of the
year.

****

4}/LD
,,m WdeAwake it's Mooing"

"Dijla!Ash i1Aogtal Urn"

****

You're mri~Bd to attend our
Briillll Open House

Introducing our New Bridal Suite
Feb 20, 2005 1-4 p.m.
Abo ptUticipating:
AM~ Bridal d: Etcetera

Artistic Florist

Cothml's Men's Store
Gail Hunt Photography

Gilldm Farms
Lealie's Jewelers
Doer Prizes lllid RelreduDeatsl

BridalSeledioasfor Today's Brides
1-fiart &' ScnJ' ~nterlors
c..

1627 E. ....
Slln:y
Mon-Fift:OO· 5-.30 $it 10:00-5:30

501-279-9144

4}/LD
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The Bison is a campus newspaper,
edited and largely financed by students,
seeking to provide high-quality journalistic discussion of issues of concern to the
Harding community.
It also serves as an educational
tool for students, providing practical
experience to enhance skills learned in
the classroom.
'The Bison recognizes its responsibility
· to be accurate, fair and objective in its reporting while upholding the Christian ideals
for which Harding University exists.
It attempts to serve as a forum for
student perspectives, welcoming letters
to the editor, which adhere to ethical and
' prof~sional standards and are no more
than ~00 words in length.
Sig(led columns appearing in the
Bispn are the views of the writer and
may n<>t reflect the official policy of the
Harding,University administration. Unsigned cplumns represent the view of
the editorial board.
The Bison is published weekly
(except during breaks, test weeks and
summer sessions) by Harding University, Searcy, AR 72149. Subscription
rate: $10 per year.
Periodical postage (USPS 577600)
paid at Searcy, AR 72143. Postmaster:
Send address changes to Harding University Box 11192, Searcy, AR 72149-0001.
Contact the Bison office at 501-279-4139
or 501-279-4471 or send faxes to 501-

279-4127.

Procrastinators unite
Proposed new club a haven for the unmotivated
f you are,at all like };ae, you.are lei- _
surely thumbing through this newspaper finding that "something to do"
in order to put off that "something you
have have to do, should be doing, but
don't want to do."
Tl;terefore, you scan the articles hoping
to escape the hustle and bustle of worrying about work, school, overly serious
':.P.
relationships - all that stuff that bogs a
person down.
college students struggle with procrastiProcrastination is a serious epidemic
nation. But even these numbers can't be
in today's academic setting. It has become accurate.
quite a plague in my own life as well.
All the times in my life when one of
Every year for New Year's, I resolve
those statistic surveyors knocked oh my
to tackle this procrastination problem,
door asking me this or that, I could nevbut then after a moment's reflection, I
er really decide on an answer right then
quickly conclude that such a resolution is and there, but would tell the surveyor
better attempted for the next new year.
that I would phone and answer his quesSo, I finally decided to take this great
tion later when the timing was right. .
loafing bull by the horns and act now, or
Most people that should say "yes" to
even better, act early.
the procrastination questions have not
Back in August, I started to form a
decided on whether or not to say "yes"
group. Support groups are always the
and probably never will get around to it.
best antidote for bad habits. In order to
Regardless of the statistics, it's still a
have such a group formed in time for
hard fact that procrastination is a widemy New Year's resolution, I had. to start
spread disease, infecting millions of stuforming it five months in advance or it
dents per year.
wouldn't get formed.
Our campus is not im·mune.
Actually, we are a
Our membership
new social club, you just
We have ranging withhaven't heard of us bein
our
a 63-year-old
ranges through the studentgroup
cause we haven't inwho one day plans
formed the appropriate
to finish that biology dewhole gamut
campus office of our presgree and then head off to
of college life.
ence yet, but we will do
medical school.
so sometime later.
We also have one of my
We call our club, "The
good friends from back
Procrastination Club,"
home. He doesn't even
simply and without any Greek letters.
attend Harding, but back in August,
We've been meaning to think up
when I had the idea for the group, he exsomething catchy in our organization's
pressed his desire for membership.
name, but for the time being, we find
But for some silly reason he never
that such a plain name will do until we
turned in his application on time. Maybe
get around to thinking of something
.h e'll be here next year.
clever.
For' those .who are interested, don't deOur club meetings are .... well, actuallay any longer, please contac.t me. (Somely, to say the most, .....they look promistime in the future I will place my contact
ing towards the future. In other words,
information).
we have.yet to have a full-fledged meetI already see an improvement in mying.
self.
There were rumors floating around
This article is finally completed within
last October about a complete club meetthe·month of January, despite the fact
ing, even a function, but for some reason
that I've had the idea for such an article
or other, they never really materialized.
going around in my head for the past
Sometime, I guess, whenever I feel
eleven years.
motivated, I will get up a roster of evNow I've finally got around to actually
eryone who is a member in my club. Our
writing it.
membership_ranges through the whole
gamut of college life.
BRIAN HARRISON is a guest columnist for the Bison and
Statistics show that four out of five
may be contacted at charriso'@hardi~g.edu.

I

Guest
Room

CARL JACOBSEN

Guest Room,

'Thank yOu'.to
those who cared

W

en I came to Harding as a fourth-year-junior, I had the same ideal in mind as most
mcoming freshman: a fresh start and new
pportunities. A lot of people, introverts specifically choose Harding for the wrong reasons. For me it was a chance to be someone new, and
meet the so called "cool" crowd which sht\nned me in
high schooL Unfortunately, we are who we are a long
time before we step foot on college campus.
The majority of my first semester was spent in my room.
Join a club, I was told, so I did.
The rewards
The only problem is that the
for
such acts
majority of the people in a club
are·great on
only see you at club functions or
meetings.
earth and in
OK, enough of that. This colheaven.
umn is not on how pathetic my
life was. I want to use this space
to thank people who made a difference.
The people I am going to thank may not know
they had an impact. But the rewards for such acts
are great on earth and in heaven.
. · ..
Andy McDonald: A big goof ball with the heart .
of a lion. You always attempted to include me in all
club activities even when I repeatedly told you no.
Josh Williams: A club brother that actually took
the time to get to know me. Thank you. And an even
bigger thank you for introducing me to the next per:
son on my list.
Kari (Palmore) Jacobsen: Thank you for being aggressive enough to want to meet me, for maJ.cing the
first move and for being willing to spend the rest of
your life with me.
Kay Gowen: Thank you for taking the time to
speak with me after class and outside the classroom.
I hope this column doesn't have too many flaws.
Jack Shock: Teacher of the Year every year in my
book, no matter what the regulations say.
Mike James: Thank you for all your·help in
academics and for inviting me into your home on
Wednesday nights.
I am not trying to say that any of you reading this
need to change and go out of your way to be klnd and
say hi.
All I want to do is say thank you to the people
who do. You don't realize the impact you have on the
people to whom you reach out.

CARL JACOBSEN is a guest columnist for the Bison and may be contacted at cjacobse@harding.edu.
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The SpongeBob cruSade
Olristians should deal more tactfully with a worldy culture
OUR VIEW
PR~LEM

Christian inability
to deal with a
sometimes
hostile media

SUGGESTION
Christians
should use the
media without
succumbing to
inflammatory
rhetoric

oes anybody here know SpongeBob?
With this question, Dr. James C. Dobson has ignited a media firestorm that
casts Christians as the "bad guys." An
image that is prevalent 'among many in
our nation.
· At a black-tie dinner the week of the Presidential Inauguration, Dobson expressed his
concern over a video put out by the We Are
Family Foundation, which will be distributed
to 61,000 schools across the country. The video,
aimed to ·promote tolerance, features several
cartoon and children show characters, including the ocean-dwelling organism of Dobson's
question.
To be fair, Dobson's problem has more to do
with the foundation's Web site, which features
language promoting tolerance of the homosexuallifestyle, something not mentioned in the
video.
While Dobson has a legitimate complaint,
his approach to the issue and the subsequent
attitude taken by his organization, Focus on
the Family, is inappropriate.
By narrowing the focus to one character
with his question, Dobson has aided the media
into turning the issue into three simple words:
Is SpongeBob Gay?
If Dobson had referred to the video and site
in more general terms, much of this fiasco could
have been avoided.
.
General terms means not calling out an icon
of children's television at a black-tie dinner
during inauguration week. .
Following the comments, and the media
reaction, Paul Batura of Focus on the Family
added this insight: "We see the video as an in-

D

sidious means by which the organization is manipulating and potentially brainwashing kids."
Language such as this tarnishes the image
of Christians. The video and site were made by
people the Bible would term "worldly," so naturally the site featured "worldly" views. These
views are at odds with those of Christianity,
but this does not mean that the makers of the
site were sitting around schemi.ng how to make
more children gay.
In contrast, another recent news item shows
what can happen when those who claim to be
Christians work smartly within the confines of
mainstream media.
, On Jan. 20, news came that Rolling Stone
magazine had refused to run an ad for a new
Zondervan-published translation of the Bible.
When asked why, representatives for the ·
magazine could only cite an unwritten policy
against running ads for religious messages.
Five days and several headlines later, Rolling Stone officials changed their minds and decided to run the ad.
The approach taken by the representatives
of Zondervan is the perfect example of how
Christians should use the media to get their
voices out.
Instead of raising a stink, they simply spoke
to the nation's news sources and expressed
their confusion over why the popular magazine had refused to run the article, especially
after Rolling Stone had accepted payment from
Zondervan last July to run the ad in February.
The representatives for Zondervan didn't
call out Rolling Stone or accuse the mag~ine of
anything sinister; they just sanely articula~d
their problem. Dobson should take note.

What freedom are we dying for?
efore last Sunday's election'in Iraq,
insurgents tossed leaflets from car
windows vowing "to wash the streets
of Baghdad with the voters' blood."
On-Sunday, they did, killing 35. The
White House and the Pentagon recently
announced that about 24,000 Iraqis and
nearly 1,450 American military personnel
have died for Iraqi Freedom.
Meanwhile, the president is optimistic.
Forget weapons of mass destruction or the
war against terrorism. He now has a better
reason why our best patriots are sacrificing
themselves to a war that looks like it will
not end anytime soon and has only provoked more Muslim anger.
Last week, President Bush acknowledged that ongoing American losses might
be "very discouraging to the American people. But it is the 'long-term objective that is
vital, and that is the spread of freedom."
"I firmly planted the flag of liberty," he
added.
Successful elections would prove his
• point, he announced. To the Iraqis who .
face daily attacks from insurgents, he said:
"Clearly, there are some who are intimidated. I urge people to vote. I urge people to
defy these terrorists."
They did and they died.
For us Americans it is easy to view that
as Iraqi heroism. Their own "give me lib-

8

But is it what the rest of the world
wants? And is our version of liberty and deJONATHAN G. REINHARDT
mocracy the best thing that can happen to
everyone else? .
Let's face it. Liberty makes us happier
and richer. But there is no natural law that
says humans live best when they have the
·right to life, a vote and the pursuit ofhap•-piness, or to health, privacy and the pursuit
- - - - ·:"' of wealth.
Our Constitution may claim that, but
that's what applies to us and our own experience, and maybe.to our European friends
Is our version of liberty and
from whom we got the idea.
democracy the best thing that
So when we wage war against others "for
their own good" to extend them liberties
can happen to everyone else?
against their will, we sl).ouldn't be surprised
if they're not as grateful as we'd like them
to be. The rest of the world might simply
erty or give me death." The liberty, that is,
not think that eve;ryone's personal opinion
that we gave them- and that the president, and choice of lifestyle is as valid or imporfollowing the so-called Clinton doctrine, has tant as that of everyone else, or that a demdeclared the aim of American foreign policy
ocratic system is the only free one.
And we American Christians should ask
worldwide.
ourselves what we're selling to the world
To us liberty is a beautiful thing- freedom f!om persecut~on, freedom to believe
and to our fellow Americans as the highwhat we think is right, to l>Peak our mind,
est good, the good most worth dying for. If
and to live our life as we think best. That's
I read my Bible correctly, individual liberty
what we want most and what we will fight at and access to consumer goods isn't it.
all costs to protect (except when others think
we'd rather be safe than free- read Kathryn
JONATHAN REINHARDT is a guest columnist for the Bison
Cherry's article on pg. 4 of this issue).
and may be contacted atjgreinhardt@harding.edu.

OutSpoken

ACK-Q: Who is your favorite cartoon character and why?

"Master Shake from 'Aqua
Teen Hunger Force' because
he is witty."

JOHN FYFFE,
junior

"Stewie from the 'Family
Guy' because he is way
more cynical than I could
ever be."

"Liono, Lord of the Thundercats is my favorite because
he opened my eyes to the
glory of cartoons."

"Inspector Gadget because
he's got all those gadgets in
his coat and pants."

KRYSTLE BOISE,

RON ROUELL,

SCOT JACKSON,

sophomore

junior

sophmore

Living a life
full of stuff

M

y "stuff' is ruining my
life. These days it is
just always in the way. ·
This week I closed
up the storage unit I
have kept my worldy possessions in for the last year in an
effort to save $75 between now
and the end of the school year.
Now I really hate moving.
It is one of the absolute worst
things about being alive. Especially when you tend to pick the
top floors of dorms every year
- dorms run by dorm parents
who must take the elevator
for so many joy rides during
the summer that they always
break right before I need to
move in for the fall semester.
The main problem I had
once1 finally got everything upstairs was that I had niy storage unit for the same reason everyone pays to store their stuff
-I don't have any room for the
things that were inside of it.
Of course, I wasn't smart
enough to allow a little thing
like the prospect of sharing my
bed with a microwave for the
rest of the semester bother me.
Once I filled up the obvious
places (under my bed, in my
closet, under my suitemates'
beds, in my suitemates' closets), I realized there was sim·plyno more
room.
· After staring at
After
my piles of
staring at
belongings for a
my piles of
while: I decided
belongings
everything
I own
for a while,
falls into two basic
I decided
everything
categories:
I own falls
'things' and 'stuff.'
into two basic categories: "things" and "stuff."
''Things." are great. ''Things"
are things like clothes, video
games and books. "Things" are
useful, fun and at least remotely valuable in some way.
Unfortunately, my collection of"things" is far outnumbered my ever-growing plague
of"stuff."
"Stuff' is not great. It is
worthless junk I should have
thrown away the second it was
given to me.
"Stuff' is the notes I still
keep from middle school. "Stuff'
is the Rubik's cube I may one
day attempt to solve. It is the
dollar-store towel rack I know
I will never ~se, the juggling
balls I got from a business as
a giveaway (no, I can't juggle)
and the water balloons I have
had since high school and never
even thought about using.
My problem is that I have
an addiction to my most random belongings.
Thankfully, I'm not alone.
A group of hardworking
scientists have recently taken
some time away from doing.
things like cancer research to
try to help out the pack rats of
thewo:dd.
These future Nobel Prize
winners found that brain lesions can cause rat packery in
humans. You can read all about
it in the thrilling January edition of Brain magazine (Yes,
that is the real name).
Near-debilitating disease
aside, I was fortunately able to
create enough storage places to
save most of my "stuff."
Unfortunately, the juggling
balls didn't make tM cut.
STEVEN PROFAIZER is editor of the Bison.
He may be contacted at 501-279-4471.
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Patriots, Eagles set to·battle S~day
the Eagles in receptions and touch- in this year's Super Bowl than ever
downs to help them forge their way before. Owens, who is recovering from
an ankle injury and missed every
into the Super Bowl.
Thetimeofyearisuponuswhen
. The Eagles have .also added a playoff game, is still questionable
friends all around the United States huge defensive threat with Jevon for the Super Bowl. Owens continwill gather to watch a game that Kearse, formerly of the Tennessee ues to'work to overcome his injury,
is literally the pinnacle of sportTitans. Kearse supplied the and despite doctor recommendation,
ing events. Jacksonville,
Eagles with a much is determined to play in Sunday's
Fla ., will play host to Su4
needed pass rush de- game. Only time will tell if he will
per Bowl XXXIX.
fense and his presence be ready by game time.
The New EnglandPatrihelped spark the Eagles
Also on the list of injuries is Chad
ots will continue their domito the top defensive team Lewis, Eagles tight end, who was
hurt in the NFC Championship game
nanceofprofessionalfootballagain
in the NFC.
The Patriots, on the other hand, against the Atlanta Falcons. The
this year with their third Super Bowl
appearance in the past four yeQfs. eontinue to dominate in every game Eagles signed Jeff Thomason to help
The Patriots will face the Phila- they play and had only two losses ·contribute in Lewis' stead.
The Patriots have had their share
delphia E agles, a team that has this season. With all-stars like
previously lost three consecutive Tom Brady and Corey Dillion at of injuries with defensive backs Ty
NFC championship games.
the core of the team, it is difficult Law and Tyrone Poole both sufferWith the Eagles finally getting not to come out every year and be ing from injuries.
The Super Bowl is not just about
their shot at the Super Bowl, one deemed as a threat.
can imagine how ready they
The Patriots beat Peyton Man- the game anymore. The halftime
u;tust be to take that elu- ~~~
· ning and th~ Colt:s in the show and the commercials provide
s1ve trophy home. After
,.11
AFCchampionshiptooon- entertainment as well.
Commercials for this year's Super
last year's loss, the Eagles
'I
I.
tinue their r eign.
regrouped and picked up
They also beat the Bowl are averaging between $2.4 and
some all-stars to help the
Pittsburg Steelers, who $2.5 million for a 30-second spot.
team in its conquest in 2004. The boasted the best record in the NFL.
The Ameriquest Mortgage HalfEagles acquired wide receiver Ter- With so much experience at winning time Show will feature former Beatie
rell Owens from the 49ers to provide key games, the big question is, "Can Paul McCartney.
a consistent target for quarterback the Patriots be beaten?"
The game can be viewed Sunday,
Donovan McNabb. Owens has led
Injuries have been a bigger factor. Feb. 6, on Fox at 5:30 p.m. •

• BARKLEY TERRY
student reporter

!8

Making the stretch
Freshman Lesley-Anne Hanson reaches to grab the ball from an Arkansas Tech
University opponent Jan. 27 during the Lady Bisons 61-40 loss. The Lady Bisons
and Bisons travel to the University of Arkansas-Monticello Feb. 7.

Athletes show strength ori and off. court
I

"Being students at a private school, very understanding."
'We take offMondays so that they
Lackey said the players bring
can get their academic week off to a academics are stressed," Giboney said
really good start," he said. 'We teU "If you win on the playing field and their work on those trips and have
Sixteen Harding athletes were them to use the time to catch up you win in the classroom, I think study time.
'We bring everything that we
named to the GulfSouth Conference's on their homework and get a head- that is the best of both worlds, and I
2004 Fall All-Academic Teams. For start on what they need to get done think that is one of Harding's brag- have to do on the bus with us,"
ging rights."
the second year ill a row, students that week."
Lackey said. "
Senior Zach Johnson, a member
from the football, SO<nlr, cross counKeith Giboney, head volleyball
Senior Leanne Lackey, a member
try and volleyball programs have coach, said most ofhis players have of the volleyball team, said keeping ofthe men's soa:er team, said he does
shoWil ~t they are strong not OnlY a history of good acad~mics and, a gooq. Qf.A, ,during ·the ,lilelilo!!Pn ~~s , not ~t i.s ,difflc:l#t,J:Q mm;wge hia
. o~ the field but in
therefore, en- sometimes difficult bet::aus~;J of the athletic and school schedules.
"It's no different than if you
the classroom as
"lt's no different than If you were
courage each classes that have to be missed.
'1t's hard because we go on road were working a lot·of hours at a
well.
working a lot of hours at a job."
other to stay on
·
Randy,Tribble,
top oftheiroourse . trips all of the time, and we miss a job," Johnson said. . .
Johnson admits that it isn't allot of classes," Lackey~d.
work.
~fixJtballcmch,
ZACH JOHNSON,
said he and the <tho
"I think there
"But our teachers. are usually ways easy to keep up.
SENIOR
erooaches monit.lr
is'a positive peer
grades, but that
pressure among
many of the players are good at the team to make good grades bekeeping their grades up.
cause they all have a good academic
'We try to stay up with their classes background," Giboney said. .
and stay aware of those who need
Giboney said he also encourages
help," Tribble said. 'We're blessed the players in their classes, among
that a lot of these guys are very self- other things.
motivated. I think they know they
"I always tell them: God, educan make that degree worth a whole cation, volleyball, in that order,"
lot of money or nothing at all."
Giboney said.
Giboney said he was not surprised
Tribble said the NCAA requires
the school to give team members a that so many Harding athletes were
honored as all-academic.
day off ea~ week.

STACEY CONDOLORA
student reporter

in~~c. ,

.

'1t's an honor, and my parents
got real\v ~d abant'it';'=Fisher
said, "But to me, I've always put
aeademics first and expect myself
to do well." •

C1ni111.
Relu.
EllII.

$450 Group

Fund-raiser
Scheduling Bonus!
Four hours of your group's
time PLUS our free fundraising solutions EQUALS
$1 ,000 to $2,000 in earnings
for you group. Call -today
for a $50 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales
·fund-raiser with CampusFundraiser.
Contact Campusfundraiser
at 888-923-3238 or visit
Y'fflW.campusfundraiser.com.

·' The SO<nlr season is so crammed
in the first two months that when
you get to midterms, your grades
are slipping, but then you slow down
and work hard, pulling through in
the last half of the semester," Johnsonsaid.
Senior Reed Fis4er, a member of
the men's cross couptry team, said
t~.- :W~
. ·c.,~.ibir~;t.,a~d~q hOnor

Midnight Oil
positive
use of
negative
space.
advertise. the bison.
501-179-4330.

Student Discount
One-Topping Pizzas
Medium $5 Large $6.15

268-9000
carryout or Delivery

Free .Delivery: Sunday-Thursday until Midnight
Friday & Saturday until 1 a.m.

,•
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Rhodes.field house
not on IESPN's radar
ock Chalk; Jaybawk, KU ...
I love hearing the swdent
body at the University of
Kansas chant those words
at the end of a game they
are about to win.
I
Seeing the sea of red and blue
in Allen field house and watching the fans cheer for their team ¢al' Bis<in basketball game.
while they try to intimidate the
Fjrst, it is the last game ofthe
opponent is one of the most en- year, so everyone will be there
tertaining parts of watching <:9l· to enjoy the game and cheer on
lege basketball on ESPN.
the Bisons one last time before
Every college's fans have their next season.
own way of supporting the home
Second, the Bisons will be
team while annoying the visiting playing Henderson State, and
team to the point that it caD.'t func- for those of you who don't know,
Henderson is one of our biggest
tion~ riorma1. Schools ani known
for their fan base, and e~ch one rivals and always promises strong
has its own special qualities.
competition. ·
Kansas fans line up ou~ide of
'Third, that weekend is ahKl Bison
Allen field house two ho\lrs be- Daze, so the Rhodes will be filled
fore the game, especially when with high schqolstudents.
their beloved Jayhawks are ta1ring
I can only imagine what the
on rival University of Missouri. already energetic atmosphere
During that game, the intensity would be like if ESPN cameras
multiplies as fans put on their were added to that mix.
best game faces.
The Rhodes would be full, and
During every televised game, fans would be turned away at the
sports announcers mention the door. Black-out night would be
fans at least once, recognizing a must, and a record number of
the effort that they put ~orth to Rowdies would paint their faces
support their team.
to match.
But in my opinion, they have
Unfortunately, it appears that
yet to recognize one of the best Dick Vit8le won't be joining the
fan bases in the country.
Rowdies anytime soon.
During the past two weeks, I
While our fans may be some
have heard rumors ·saying that of the best, I can only assume
ESPN was coming to the Rhodes that smaller schools are not on
field house to broadcast the last their radar screen.
home game of the year.
''ESPN markets and advertisApparently, quite a f~w stu- es to a national audience," Scott
dents have written to ESPN in Goode, sports information direchopes of getting,the network's .tor said. "Despite the electrifying'·
attention and motivating it to atmosphere created by fans like
travel to Searcy, Ark., to discover the Rhodes Rowdies, ESPN cannot
what we all know and love- our sell enough national advertising
Bisons and their Rowdies.
to justify televiSing ahy NCAA
Several fuctors alreadymakethe Divisittrdf game>other th~urthe" '
Feb. 26 game bigger than a 'nor- national championship.".•

R

From the
Bleachers

'

Congratulations tb.Jast week's Sports Challenge winner, junior Thomas ~anson. Hanson wins two pizza bljffets
from Pizza Pro for the second week in a tow. This week's tie
breaker is Sunday's Super Bowl between the New England
Patriots and the Philadelphia Eagles. Fill out the information below and check off your picks for the games (including
the exact score ofth~ tie breaker), then rip this form out of
the paper and drop i~ ih the Sports Challenge box on the
ledge next" to the PostI Office windows. Good luck!

Nrune~--~-----------------

Box1#____________
Phone#_______________

NCAA Basketball
Georgia Tech @ Duke
_· Kenthcky @ Vanderbilt
_ Michigan St. @ Iowa _
__
. Okla*oma St. @ Baylor __

_

UCL~@

Washingtop.

NBA Basketball
Or~ando @ Boston·
_ Detljoit @ New Jersey _
_ Hou~ton @ Minnesota _
San Francisc~ (Golden Sfu:te) @1 Denver
Los Angeles @ Philadelphia
1

JEFF MONTGOMERY/Public

Senior Brandon Grice slides into second base during the Feb. 1 game against Central Baptist University. The Bisons swept the
doubleheader against CBU by scores of 11-0 and 19-3.

-Baseball-begins.'05 season
_Young team prepares to .improve last year's record
AUSTIN LIGHT
student reporter

The Bison baseball t.eru:l:i wrapped
up 2004 with its fifth consecutive
wiruiing season with a record of
25-22, just shy of a spot in the Gulf
South Conference playoffs .
After winning the season's first
two games against Central Baptist
University by scores,of 11-0 and 193, the Bisons are looking to secure
'a "Spot in the playoff's in 2005. ·
"Our goals are two-fold," head
coach Shane Fullerton said. ''We
always want to make it to the conference tourna:Drent at the end of
the season, hqt w~ant to win an
of the little battles too. We have
1,000 little battles~~.win within
that big overall goS,l."
,,
Fullerton said the teani 1las
been hard at work since the first
day of classes last semester. ·
Following NCAA rules, the team
practiced in groups of four, or as
a ·team when they could, in order
to keep in shape.
''We have had an entire semester
·that we have used to prepare for
the season in the spring," Fullerton
said. "Our practices started on the
first day of classes. We practiced
three times a week at 5:30 in the
morning during the fall and the
guys worked hard all semester."
The team was responsible for
keeping in shape over the Christmas
break and went back to work as
soon as they ret\ll'ned to school.

"When we got back from break, in high school."
we concentrated on fundamentals
Senior Gilberta Valdez said the
and on team-oriented practices," new team members are easy to
Fullerton said. "For the past three · work with, and he looks forward
weeks, we've worked on plays that to seeing them in action.
we inay use in a game !lnd just
'They're all really hard workers,
gotten ourselves ready to start which is a positive thing because
the season."
they get the job done," Valdez said.
With mote than 10 freshmen "The team is looking really good
joining this year's team, and a this year."
strong group of upperclassmen,
Along with the new team memthe t~am is excited about the , hers, the Bisons will also welcome
epming season.--·' '· · " .".. :: ... · .; '· t-he~tianee to·pla:y in·their reno"We have a large group of re- vated ballpark arid faCilities, which
turning seniors that will really lead include storage buildings, concesour team," Fullersion stands,
ton said "Ihereare
locker rooms,
"We have a large group of
bathrooms, a
a lot of freshmen
and junior college
returning seniors that will really
press box and
players on our
lead our team."
grandstands.
team this year as
Therenovations
Shane Fullerton,
havebeenmade
well. At ariy given
point in time we
HEAD COACH
over the last
may have four or
two years.
five new. players
"Our guys
on the field. That
love the new
mayscarealotofpeople, but we're park and everything that has
excited about it, andiknowthey'll been added," Fullerton said. "It's
all do well." .
been a few years coming, but it's
Freshman Casey Benincosa all gradually come together. It's
is one of the freshmen to•join the one of the best places to play in
Bisons this year.
our conference and maybe even
"It's always been a dream of in Arkansas.
mine to play college baseball,"
''We really appreciate everyone
Benincosa said. "I'm excited to who helped make it all possible.
play with these guys. We have We're proud of it."
an awesome team, and the leadThe Bisons continue their seaership from the upperclassmen is son at home Feb. 11 as they take
amazing; they have really helped , on Southwest Baptist University
us play better than when we did at 3 p.m. •

The students' pharmacy is the ...

• MEDICAL CENTER PHARMACY

l!

2900 H.1wkins Drive • 268-3311

Tie Breaker:

1NFL Football

Guess the exac~ score of Sunday's Super Bowl
_ New E~gland vs. Philadelphia _
*Eftors picks are iil bold

Boyce Arnett, P.O.

Casey McLeod,Pharm.D

Class of'66

Class of'97
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To See and
Be Seen

Toke.the time to notice
am sure you've seen them around.
They're the people cleaning up after us,
holding open our doors, stuffing our mailboxes,
washing our dishes, and doing all sorts of things
that can sometimes go unnoticed if you're not
looking.
They are the unsung heroes of Harding.
I wanted to recognize and say thank you to these
wonderful people.
For instance, have you ever noticed how the door
to the student center magically stays open while everyone is herding through to grab a chicken biscuit
or a cup of coffee after chapel?
His name is Jedidiah Knight, a sophomore at
Harding. He appropriately goes by the nickname
"Jedi" and uses his human force to hold that door
open every day for us.
I asked him why he
I asked him why he
holds the door for us
holds the door for us- day after day, and he
day after day, and he simply !5Qid, "'f you can
simply sai«t 'If you can help someone smile,
then why not?"
help someone smile,
What a fantastic
then ~Y not?'
-reason to l>.tOP that
glass door open each
day. Thank you, Jedidiah Knight. You are truly im unsung hero of Harding.
Have you ever wondered where all your dirty
dishes go and how they get so clean?
Billy Coradine, the l!tility su~r,:i.s just~
of the several worker\on the receiVing end of the
belt working to scrapetihe leftover Aramark food
from our plates.
Stepping into the abyss of soapy, hot water, halfeaten hamburgers and the meanest looking garbage
disposal fve ever seen has given me a new perspective of these unseen faces- and what they put up
with every day for us.
Thank you, Mr. Caradine, and everyone else who
helps out back there. You are all t~y unsung heroes.
And then there is Murlean Tarmmell. She is an
amazing custodial staff member who has been working in Stephens Hall for 26 and a half years.
Every Monday, Wednesday and Friday I walk
into my dorm after class and see her cleaning the
hallways. She's always been of interest to me, but I
never took the time to sit down and talk to her.
She said she has seen many girls go in and out of
that dorm, and after so many years, still thinks that
Harding "is a wonderful place to be."
Thanks, Mrs. Tarmmell. You've put up with of us
roaming your halls and you still love it.
Next comes Van Vallery. He's one of the wonderful characters in the student center that mops,
. sw~ps, wipes and picks up after us every day. He
cari often be seen with a jovial smile on his face,
wearing his old, red trucking jacket from his truckdriving days, and working around the masses of students every day.
Thank you, Mr. Vallery. Not only do you clean up
our messes, but you also do it with a smile.
For all the "good Samaritans" who daily take
the time and make the effort to make a difference,
here's a "thank-you" from a grateful heart.

,.

Utility Su rvisor BiBy Coradlne '.. ~ ' ·.
'•··'····
scrapes food remnants off of a plate,," ·
in the cafeteria dish i'OOm Jan 31 . ~?:: ..
Caradine has woi'Ked at Harding for tiifoo
years.
>;•. '
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CHELSEA ROBERSON is a sophomore advertising major

and the 2004-2005 Bison photographer. She will continue "Through
the Lens" for the rest of the year. She can be reached at 501-2794696 or croberso@hai'ding.edu.

Van Vallery pushes a trash bin across
the student center Feb. 1. Vallery ha5..
worked at Harding for-more thao .a~ ~F;.
and was previously a truck driver for 4t'
YE!~rs,

Murtean Tannmell takes a break in the
Stephens'lobby Feb. 2. Tarmmell has
worked as the housekeeper in Stephens
for more than 26 years.

Sophomore Jedidiah K~Jd holds the student center door open for students after chapel Feb. 2. Knight,
who holds the door every ~y\ says that holding the door open is a good way to start his day.
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